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The Ngage Temp Back Office module is an add-on to the Front 

Office module that enables staffing organizations to optimize 

and speed up the management of administrative processes 

related to temporary employment.

FOR TEMPORARY STAFFING ORGANIZATIONS

Ngage Temp -
Back Office for 
Switzerland
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Drawing up quotations to be 

sent to clients.

Drawing up both the contract 

between the staffing agency 

and the employee and the one 

between the staffing agency 

and the employing company in 

just a few clicks.

Entering workers' working 

hours manually, via app or 

automatic import.

Drawing up, printing and 

sending invoices to clients.

Processing workers' salaries 

and speeding up the daily work 

with mass payrolling. 

Quotations Contracts Working time 
management Invoicing Payrolling Reporting

Monitoring and analyze data in 

the management control 

system.
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Quotations | Drawing up quotations

Quotations
The software makes it possible to draw up quotations for 

temporary employment and search and selection services 

according to clients needs and in compliance with Collective 

Bargaining Agreements (CBA), which are automatically 

imported from TempData.

Calculate rate automatically
By selecting the CBA and the payroll taxes, the total cost of 

the worker appears automatically. 

It is also possible to easily modify:

 margin as a percentage

 margin in absolute value

 multiplier

 rate.

By changing one value, the others will automatically adapt. 

One quotation can be used to generate infinite contracts
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Contracts | Drawing up contracts

Contract
With just a few clicks it is possible to create both the contract 

between the staffing agency and the candidate and the one 

between the staffing agency and the employing company.

By selecting a client, a branch, a quotation and a few other 

pieces of information, both contracts are automatically 

created and made available both in the CRM module and in 

the candidate's profile in the ATS.
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Contracts | Active contracts

Active contracts
The "Active contracts" section makes it possible to always know 

precisely

 how many temporary workers there are in the database

 where they are employed

 whether they have expiring contracts.

It is also possible to contact active workers by SMS or multimailing 

(optional modules) through massive actions
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Working time management | Working time entry

Working time entry
Working hours can be entered by the staffing agency, by the 

employing company and by the employee.

From the same panel, it is also possible to manage advance 

payments, overtime, absences and any one-off amounts.

A 3-level validation system is available for final confirmation of the 

hours entered. Final validation of hours can be assigned to one or 

more users.
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Working time management | Import and 2Time App

Working time import and 2Time App

To speed up the entry of hours, it is possible to:

 automatically import a pre-filled.csv file from the client 

containing the workers' hours

 provide workers with the 2Time App, which allows 

them to clock in/out with a simple click. The hours 

entered via the app pass through a validation system.
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Invoicing | Invoices

Invoices

After entering the working hours, the invoice can be 

generated.

Before the invoice is numbered, the system generates a 

draft, so that it can be checked and, if necessary, corrected 

or modified.

It is possible to manage invoicing by cost centres.
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Invoicing | Invoice printing

Invoice printing

Invoice printing can be done by means of three different 

options:

 print invoice

 print QR-invoice

  print QR-invoice with reference number (only available if 

you have the QR-IBAN)

Once the invoice has been created, it can be delivered to 

the customer via a link in the reserved area or an 

attachment.
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Client reserved area

Invoicing | Company area

Within their personal area, customers can:

 view and download contracts and invoices

 fill in workers' hours (optional module)
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Payrolling | Salaries

Salaries

In the section you can:

 view the list of workers for whom a salary can be created

 generate manual salaries

 view all salaries and create the DTA

 display all advance payments and create the DTA

You can print out the salaries and possibly also the 

intermediate income.

Once the saleries have been created, they can be delivered 

to the worker via a link in the reserved area.

Salaries are Swissdec certified.
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Payrolling | Massive salaries

The 'massive salaries' option allows the salaries of all workers to 

be processed with just a few clicks.

Before the salary is finally generated, the system shows a 

preview with any information on mistakes and inconsistencies. 

This allows it to be checked and, if necessary, corrected or 

modified.

Once the check is completed, it is possible to confirm the 

salaries and follow the standard payment procedure.

Massive salaries
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Payrolling | Worker area

Worker reserved area

Within the personal area, the worker can:

 view and download contracts and salaries

 fill in working hours via the 2Time App (optional module)
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Reporting | Notifications and Alerts

Notification system

The alert section shows missing data and the most relevant 

administrative deadlines:

 Expiring quotations: quotations that need to be updated 

with respect to GAV updates and/or new social charges

 Permit expiry: missing data within a worker's permit or 

expiry information.

 Missing IBAN: shows all those workers, active in the 

reference month, for whom bank details for the payment of 

wages are missing

 Negative salaries: alerts if there are any employees with 

negative salaries
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Reporting | Margin

Margin analysis
It is possible to extract margin data by macro area.

 Margin per customer

 Margin per contract

 Margin per GAV

 Margin per employer

  Margin per contract split

The system allows you to compare theoretical and real margin 

analyses to check the performance. 

Budget
It is possible to set the daily budget trend and keep it monitored.
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Reporting | General statistics

Administration
Different types of reports are available

 Massive Salaries: shows the processing of massive salaries in 

detail

 Holiday accrual: summary of the holiday accrual of the worker

 Mutations: summary of changes made to workers' 

administrative data

 Summary of hours worked: summary of hours per SECO

 Credit note detail

 Summary of salary genera: lists the salary types used in a 

given timeframe. It is also possible to filter for a single salary 

type

 2Time: global report of clocking in and out by active 

employees in a given timeframe (optional module)
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Reporting | DSO

DSO
Optional module

An invoice payment file can be imported via 

the system to generate the DSO.
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Discover the Front Office module

The Front Office module of Ngage automates the recruitment process thanks to an artificial intelligence system based 

on semantic matching between CV and job offer.

Within a single tool, you can manage all customer information and the acquisition and retention activities that take place 

as well as monitor current and future needs.

Discover the Front Office module

DISCOVER NGAGE TEMP - FRONT OFFICE

https://www.arca24.com/en/front-office-for-temporary-staffing/
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